The indoor navigation graph is crucial for emergency evacuation and route guidance. However, most of existing solutions are limited to the tedious manual solutions and inefficient automatic solutions of the indoor building designs. In this paper, we strive to combine the cutting-edge faster R-CNN deep learning models with spatial connection rules to provide fine quality indoor navigation graphs. The extraction experiment result is convincing for general navigation purpose. But there exist several shortages for faster R-CNN models to overcome, such as optimizations of the complex object detections and ability of handling irregular shape regions for indoor navigation graph extractions.
INTRODUCTION
Indoor graph is crucial for every demand related to navigation purpose, thus research of providing these data could mitigate the data shortage for relevant fields. One of the most promising research directions is the indoor navigation graph automatic extraction. One reason for using automatic solutions is the high volume of existing data and complex application scenes (Ali and Schmid, 2014 , Schmid et al., 2013 , Walton and Worboys, 2012 , Siqueira et al., 2012 .
Whilst the research topic is interesting, two major gaps have to be filled in order to achieve a sounding automation process for providing high quality indoor navigation graphs (Qian et al., 2015 , Saberian et al., 2014 , Ricker et al., 2014 , Guex, 2014 . One is that the data source quality cannot not be maintained due to inconsistent data formats and variant resolutions of building blueprints. The other one is to formulize extraction rules that could not be easily devised without difficulties.
Along this direction, the faster region proposal convolutional neural network (faster R-CNN in short) model is widely used for extracting graphic information from multiple visual data sources (Soltan et al., 2018 , Ren et al., 2015 . Therefore, its developing history should be reviewed to generate a clear concept for the indoor navigation graph extraction (Figure 1 ).
The history of faster R-CNN model originated from the object detection domain of machine learning. As for normal object detection scenes, early application models like supporting vector machines (SVM in short) strictly follow rigid rules, and struggle with low accuracy and efficiency. The first innovative deep learning model is the convolutional neural network (CNN in short) model (Soltan et al., 2018 , Ren et al., 2015 . This type of model can fill the convolutional neural network with sliding windows to brutally traverse all image pixels, and extract object boundaries and classes. However, this over-simplified scanning solution could result in high volume of data. Thus, it has to be improved on computational efficiency. Aiming for this need, * Corresponding author researchers proposed a new model: region proposal convolutional neural network (R-CNN in short) model. This model benefits from hypothesizing that many regions of interest (RoI in short) exist in the handling images. Therefore, the only subsequent work after image input is to refine these RoIs. By introducing the region proposal, R-CNN greatly reduces the computing burden troubling CNN.
Only introducing region proposal is not enough to totally relieve the solution from heavy computational burdens for searching and refining RoIs in large and complex images. Then, another important model based on R-CNN approach is invented: fast region proposal convolutional neural network (R-CNN in short) model (Soltan et al., 2018 , Ren et al., 2015 . This model uses region proposal with feature maps extracted for each RoI to parallel the region extraction task, and reduces the computation time to an almost-instant level such as video object tracking. But this is not the end for optimizing R-CNN.
Subsequently, the faster R-CNN model is introduced to accelerate the processing time to a millisecond level for the feature map extraction of the whole image, and subsequently fully benefit from using this holistic information to mark potential RoIs (Ren et al., 2015) .
As mentioned above, the faster R-CNN is the most advanced solution for the fast object detection in images. We use it as the base frame for extracting navigation area from building designs, and this approach overcomes shortages of handling complex scenes of existing navigation space extraction methods for indoor navigation. These solutions could be classified into two main streams. The first class is the middle axis line extraction solutions, and the second class is the semantic information based spatial subdivision solutions.
The first category of space extraction method takes full usage of the existing geometric shells of the indoor space (Alattas et al., 2017 , Isikdag et al., 2013 . A spatial topological correct set of boundaries for the research area is formed, and then middle axis lines of this set are refined to establish the indoor navigation graph. This approach is purely computationally oriented and receives high reputation of time saving. But under complex shape for building space, it suffers from generating the geometric shells. For the second category, it concentrates on spatial decomposition, which is different from the first category. The spatial decomposition process produces several subdivided regions that could be used to generate graph nodes, and their spatial neighbouring relationships could be analysed to establish edges for generating indoor navigation graph (Alattas et al., 2017 , Vanclooster et al., 2016 , Scholz and Schabus, 2014 , Krūminaitė and Zlatanova, 2014 , Xu et al., 2013 .
These two categories of indoor navigation graph both favour the spatial topological correct situation, which is rare under real production situations. Thus, in order to mitigate existing flaws, we aim to combine the faster R-CNN method to extract indoor navigation regions and then utilize basic the spatial neighbouring analysis functions to generate indoor navigation graph. Thus, this paper is organized as follows: The second part explains the main workflow of the faster R-CNN indoor navigation graph extraction solution. The third part demonstrates the experiment area and raw test data. The forth part elaborates the underlying phenomena and their potential meanings for experiment results. The final part concludes the pros and cons of our solution, and proposes several future research directions.
FASTER R-CNN SOLUTION FOR INDOOR NAVIGATION GRAPH EXTRACTION FROM BUILDING DESIGNS
The graph extraction workflow is straightforward ( Figure 2 ). First, we provide the faster R-CNN model with training images, and then these images are marked with object boundaries and class names. Second, the faster R-CNN model learns from the supplied images with convolutional neural networks, and finally forms a tuned convolutional network corresponding to the original images. Next, this network is frozen to be used for extracting navigation space from untrained images. Finally, an indoor navigation graph is generated.
Faster R-CNN model
The introduced faster R-CNN models in this study are from the Tensorflow project. Existing Tensorflow models are most trained with the Microsoft COCO data set, which contains a large number of common objects in the collected images (Lin et al., 2014) . Thus, the convolutional network setting is also optimized for the collection of images and their containing objects. We select faster_rcnn_inception_resnet_v2_atrous_coco_2018_01_28 (resnet-v2 in short) model and faster_rcnn_resnet101_coco_2018_01_28 (resnet101 in short) model from the Tensorflow model zoos. The reason is they receive balance from both accuracy and speed performance (tensorflow.org, 2018, Abadi et al., 2016) . All the detail information could be accessed by the Tensorflow webpages in the reference section. 
Indoor navigation graph extraction principle
The indoor navigation graph extraction principle is also easy to follow. As our study is a preliminary step for applying the deep learning solution for indoor navigation graph extraction from building designs. We only aim for extracting rooms and doors between them to establish a basic navigation graph. We define 'room' is a full separate region for holding an indoor space, and also covers the scope of corridors, lobbies and any other functional areas surrounded by interior and outer walls. The door here is an opening on walls between rooms, and they can be twodirection doors, single doors or double doors.
EXPERIMENT

Experiment data
According to the requirement of applying deep learning models, the experiment data should be divided into two groups: training group and test group. The first one is used to tune parameters for embedded convolutional neural networks of the deep learning model, and the latter one is used to evaluate the learning quality of the trained model. Thus, we collect 255 images from the result of google image searching engine, which are filtered out from
The International Archives of the Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences, Volume XLII-2/W13, 2019 ISPRS Geospatial Week 2019, 10-14 June 2019, Enschede, The Netherlands around 1000 raw images generated by key words-building designs. The deep learning platform is composed of the hardware part and software part. The hardware part contains Intel I9 9900K, Nvidia GeForce RTX 2070, 1TB SSD hard disk and 32GB system memories; the software part contains the python 3.6 environment, Tensorflow 1.12, CUDA 9.2 and CUDNN 7.0.2. The experiment is designed to validate the performance of the proposed solutions for facing three challenges. The first challenge is that the foreground and background colour differences. After a preliminary study, we find that the building designs could be rendered with black background and white foreground, or vice versa, the deep learning model may be troubled by these colour setting differences. The second challenge is the inconsistent drawing of walls and doors, and this may lower the spatial classification result by deep learning models. The last and the greatest challenge is the enormous number of trivial objects existing in building space, such as decorations and furniture. Due to their existence, the region subdivision performance of deep learning model can be significantly hindered.
Raw experiment result
Because the raw results of two comparing models are huge in size and dimensions, we decide to upload them to an internet share disk folder to allow interested researchers to study. 
DISCUSSION
The analysis of experiment result could be classified into two categories. The first one is about the statistical analysis from the machine learning aspect, which contains the entropy of the learning result and step time cost. While the second one is about the spatial classification result of test images.
Statistical analysis
Here we explain the meaning for each statistical index. The box classification loss means the computational spending for correct class setting of each bounding box; the box localization loss means the computational spending for correct position setting of each bounding box; the global step time cost means the time duration for each global step; the regional proposal network (RPN in short) localization loss means the computational spending for correct location setting of RoIs; the RPN objectness loss means the computational spending for RoIs successfully wrapping object; and the total loss is the sum of all losses.
The statistical result is shown from Figure 3 to Figure 14 , which covers both the machine learning result generated by the resnet101 and resnet-v2 models. All models are trained by 200,000 steps. We can perceive that the box classification loss of resnet-v2 model oscillates more frequently than resent101 model. When training step count approaches 120,000, the resent-v2 model loss is just over 0.02. While the situation for resnet101 is more complex, its loss is unstable and finally around 0.02. The box localization loss for resnet101 shakes around 0.03 after 80,000 steps, and this loss for resnet-v2 finally converges to 0.02. The clone loss of resnet101 oscillates around 0.06 after 80,000 steps, and this loss finally converges to 0.04 for resnet-v2. The global time cost for each step shakes from 3.94 to 3.95 second for resnet101, and this figure is 1.95 second for resnet-v2 under most circumstances. The RPN localization loss for both models converges, but the beginning step for them to converge are different: 145,000 for resnet101 and 135,000 for resnet-v2. The RPN objectness losses for two models are quite different. The resnet101 model loss converges to 0 after 170,000 steps, but the resnet-v2 model loss does not converge after all 200,000 steps. As for the total loss of two models, the resnet101 loss is comparatively low for some steps but also high for the other steps, and the resnet-v2 loss converges to some value between 0.04 and 0.05.
Spatial classification analysis
As mentioned above, due to that the spatial classification result cannot be provided by one single illustration, we select 6 typical images to demonstrate the typical extraction results in Figure 15 . These images are No. 1, No. 17, No. 24, No. 44, No. 45 and No. 46 images in our test. For each image, the left side is the resnetv2 model extracted regions and navigation graphs, and the right side is the resnet101 model extracted regions and navigation graphs.
We can find that the doubt about negative influences caused by different foreground background colours could be eliminated, due to the proper handling for white background and black background by both models. Besides, the shades and shadows in the building designs also have very limitedly influenced the extracted results at all. As for the inconsistent drawing of walls and doors, this problem does hinder the extracted regions for image 44, 45 and 46. However, under these complex circumstances, even experienced human operators cannot draw the bounding box of each rooms without thinking for quite a while. The last challenge of overwhelming trivial objects in building space troubles both models in image 24, and resnet101 achieves better result than resnet-v2.
Furthermore, an interesting phenomenon could be found that for image No. 46, both models can extract several regions, but they are not certain about whether these regions are rooms, thus they just leave these regions unmarked. One more thing to complement is that due to the poor extracted result performance by both models on doors, we modify the connection relationship extracted algorithms to directly link the extracted rooms to establish a basic navigation graph.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we aim to combine deep learning models with basic indoor navigation space extracted principles to produce indoor navigation graphs. The experiment result shows this effort is promising for generating regions and navigation graph for indoor space from building designs.
Nevertheless, there are two major bottlenecks for applying deep learning solutions for indoor navigation graph extraction from mass building designs: training data preparing and extracted result accuracy. The former one is that a great amount of manual work have to be spend on the selection of good quality building designs and object marking of these designs. The latter one is that the extracted regions may not be a complete connected navigation graph.
In order to tackle these shortages, the future work have to be along two directions. First direction is to introduce the most advanced mask R-CNN model, which is optimized for extracting irregular shapes of objects like doors and irregular shape rooms. And more detailed classification of rooms and doors will also be discussed in the next step research. The second direction is to introduce more spatial semantic information to the extraction process, and a rigid indoor navigation graph could be expected with this improvement. 
